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Abstract
It is commonly accepted that an estimated soil variogram can be transferred to
another similar area for deriving the tolerable spacing of a sampling grid or,
more generally, the sample size, given a requirement on the quality of the soil
property map of the recipient area. The quality of the derived tolerable grid
spacing depends on how similar the population variograms of the donor area
and recipient area are. In practice we are uncertain about the variograms of
both areas due to sampling errors. Ideally, the uncertainty about the variogram
of the donor area is accounted for in deriving the tolerable grid spacing. To
assess the transferability, we should also account for uncertainty in the estimated variogram of the recipient area. In this study the transferability of
variograms of soil pH, P, Mg and K is analysed for three grassland fields in Ireland, which are similar in soil-forming factors. One field served as donor area,
the other two as recipient area. For all three fields and for each soil property,
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500 variograms were sampled from the posterior distribution of the variogram
parameters. Results showed that the estimated variogram parameters of the
recipient fields differed largely from those of the transferred variograms. The
ranges of estimated mean kriging variance values for the various grid spacings,
as obtained with the two sets of variograms (one set of the donor field, one set
of the recipient field), did not overlap. Even after scaling the transferred
variogram with an estimate of the variance of the recipient field, the transferred variogram was of no use for determining the tolerable grid spacing. The
difference in the variograms can possibly be explained by the difference in historical land use.
Highlights
• Transferability of variograms to derive tolerable grid spacing for mapping
grassland fields is assessed
• Transferability should be based on the uncertainty distributions of the tolerable grid spacings
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• Due to difference in historical land use, local and transferred variograms differed largely
• Transferability of a variogram is very poor, even after scaling the transferred
variogram
KEYWORDS
grid spacing, mapping, MCMC, precision agriculture, sample size

1 | INTRODUCTION
The total number of sampling points strongly determines
the cost of a soil survey, as well as the quality of the survey result. For that reason, the decision on the sample
size is an important step in the sampling design process.
This paper focuses on soil surveys with the aim of mapping soil attributes across fields for precision agriculture.
Kriging is used as a mapping technique. Besides a map
with the kriging predictions, a map depicting the modelbased prediction error variances, referred to as the kriging
variances, is obtained. Any descriptive parameter of the frequency distribution of the kriging variance can be used as a
model-based estimate of the quality of the map. Commonly
used parameters are the mean and the maximum kriging
variance (McBratney, Webster, & Burgess, 1981).
To determine the required sample size, given some
threshold value for the chosen frequency distribution
parameter of the kriging variance, we must know the
variogram. In practice this variogram is unknown. At the
best we have some legacy data from the target field that
can be used to estimate the variogram. More commonly,
we do not have such local legacy data, but if we do have
a variogram of the study variable from a similar field, this
variogram can be used to derive the required sample size
for the field to be mapped. The question then is how good
this estimate of the required sample size, based on a
variogram from another field, is.
McBratney and Pringle (1999) showed how average
variograms or proportional variograms can be used to
determine the tolerable spacing of a square grid for mapping soil texture, pH and soil nutrients across agricultural
fields, given a requirement on the ordinary block-kriging
variance. The average variogram was computed by harmonizing published variograms to a common variogram
model type, taking the fourth root of fitted values at a
series of lag distances, averaging these fourth root values,
backtransforming the averages, and fitting a model. For
soil properties that showed a clear linear relation
between the squared mean and the within-field variance
a proportional variogram was used in which the nugget
and/or the sill variance is assumed proportional to the
squared mean. Wadoux, Marchant, and Lark (2019) used
the average variogram of clay content, computed by the

procedure of McBratney and Pringle, to optimize the spatial pattern (the spatial coordinates) of a fixed number of
locations. Next, they computed the equivalent sample
sizes of a spatial coverage sample and of a spatial coverage sample supplemented by short-distance points, used
in ordinary kriging with the variograms from which the
average variogram is computed.
As far as we know, until now no papers have been
published evaluating a sample whose size or spatial pattern is designed with the help of a variogram calibrated
on data from other fields. This paper aims to partly fill in
this knowledge gap. In this paper, instead of using an
average variogram, the variogram of an individual field is
used to determine the required sample size for mapping
soil fertility properties in another field. The field from
which the variogram originates is referred to as the donor
field, the field for which a sample is designed with the
variogram of the donor field as the recipient field.
As a sampling design we chose a square grid. The
variogram of a donor field is used to determine the tolerable spacing of a square sampling grid for a recipient field,
given a requirement on the precision of the map of that
recipient field.
As a mapping method we focus on ordinary pointkriging. Maps of covariates, when available, are not used
for mapping the fields. If we do have such maps, other
mapping methods come into scope, such as kriging with
an external drift (KED) and machine learning algorithms.
In the Discussion section we discuss how the procedure
proposed in this paper can be adapted to assess the transferability of a KED model.
To evaluate the quality of the tolerable grid spacing
based on the variogram of a donor field, the variogram of
the recipient field, hereafter referred to as the local
variogram, must be known. This local variogram can then
be used to compute the “true” tolerable grid spacing.
In practice we are uncertain about the variograms of
the donor and recipient fields due to sampling and measurement errors. Ideally, the uncertainty about the
variogram of the donor field is accounted for in deriving
the tolerable grid spacing for the recipient field (Lark
et al., 2017). Besides, to evaluate the tolerable grid spacing as estimated from the transferred variogram of a
donor field, uncertainty in the local variogram should be
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accounted for as well. The error in the local variogram
propagates to the “true” tolerable grid spacing.
The aim of this research was to work out a procedure
for assessing the transferability of a variogram that is
used to determine the tolerable spacing of a square sampling grid of a recipient field, given a requirement on the
mean kriging variance of predictions, and to test this procedure on three grassland fields in Ireland for four soil
fertility properties.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Study areas and samples
Three grassland fields in Ireland were intensively sampled on a square grid (Figure 1). Two fields, Athenry
1 and Athenry 2, are close to each other; a third field,
Cowlands, is further away (Figure 1). One of the two
Athenry fields was deliberately chosen as the donor field:
Athenry 1 (A1 for short). Athenry 2 (A2) and Cowlands
(C) served as the recipient fields. Field A1 is located in
the west of Ireland and has an area of 5.08 ha. Field A2 is
500 m away from A1 and has an area of 9.13 ha. Land
use of both A1 and A2 is grassland. The elevation of A1
and A2 decreases rather gently from northwest to southeast, with averages of 41.17 and 41.13 m above sea level
(a.s.l.), respectively. The two grasslands have an annual
temperature of 9.8 C and rainfall of 1,075 mm. Both
fields are managed by the Teagasc Environment Research
Centre. The main grass species of the two grasslands are
perennial ryegrass. In the past, A1 has been managed for
100 m

Athenry 2

Athenry 1

100 m

2.2 | Transferring a variogram for
sampling design and assessing the
transferability
To transfer a variogram of a donor field to derive a tolerable grid spacing for mapping of a recipient field by ordinary kriging, we propose the following procedure. In this
procedure a Bayesian approach, as proposed by Lark
et al. (2017), is used to derive a probability distribution of
tolerable grid spacings from an uncertain variogram.

Ireland

100 km

Cowlands

100 m

FIGURE 1

silage for beef production without grazing, whereas A2
has been used for permanent pasture for sheep grazing.
Soils in these two fields are predominantly poorly drained loam gley soils (Umbric Gleysols; IUSS Working
Group WRB, 2015), derived from glacial limestone drift
deposits.
Recipient field C is about 200 km away from donor
field A1 and has an area of 3.28 ha. It is located in the
southeast of Ireland. The elevation of field C decreases
gently from 79 m in the southwest to 72 m a.s.l. in the
northeast, with an average of 75.39 m. The current land
use is grassland. The annual temperature here is 10.1 C
and the rainfall is 941 mm per year. The field was managed by the Teagasc Environment Research Centre to
conduct a long-term study on application of P for beef
production by grazing since 1998. Similar to fields A1
and A2, the main grass species of this grassland is perennial ryegrass. The soil is predominantly poorly drained
sandy-loam gley soils, derived from Irish Sea drift glacial
deposits.
The three grasslands were sampled on a square grid
with similar spacings, that is, 12, 15 and 10 m, for A1, A2
and C, respectively, resulting in more than 300 sampling
points per field (Table 1). At each sampling location, a
soil sample was collected by mixing 10 cores of 12.5 mm
diameter, which were randomly taken within a circle of
10 cm diameter and to a soil depth of 10 cm. The soil aliquots were then dried at 40 C in a forced-draught oven
for 16 hr, and sieved to pass a 2-mm mesh. P, K and Mg
were determined following extraction by Morgan's solution (10% sodium acetate in 3% acetic acid buffered at
pH 4.8) and the results were expressed on a volumetric
basis, that is, mg L−1 (Peech & English, 1944). pH was
analysed using a calomel electrode with sleeve-type
connection.

Study areas and sampling grids

1 Use all sample data of the donor field to estimate a
Matérn variogram by restricted maximum likelihood
(REML). Estimate the kappa parameter of the Matérn
function first, using the profile loglikelihood
(Minasny & McBratney, 2007). Choose a range of
values for the kappa parameter, and use each kappa to
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TABLE 1

Summary statistics of the data for the three fields, for the four soil properties

Soil property

Field

N

pH

A1
A2

P/mg L

−1

−1

K/mg L

−1

Mg/mg L

Mean

Min

342

7.32

6.37

7.85

0.073

393

5.70

4.84

7.30

0.17

C

318

5.64

4.72

6.46

0.058

A1

340

38.17

A2

389

20.07

C

317

6.48

A1

340

A2

12.4

Max

Variance

Skewness

Kurtosis

−0.97

4.27

1.29

5.00

−0.03

3.89

68.4

112

0.20

3.02

4.30

96.10

226

2.54

10.36

1.7

29.1

0.40

7.84

96.91

50.2

211.8

752

0.89

4.06

394

187.63

41.6

678

13,528

1.72

6.12

C

325

139.03

12.6

398

8,839

0.76

2.59

A1

341

117.04

64.4

275.9

1,523

1.60

5.80

A2

387

125.19

63.7

323.6

1,282

1.59

7.39

C

322

276.15

26.8

587.9

5,790

0.66

4.444

estimate the nugget, sill and range parameter of the
Matérn function. Use the kappa value with the maximum restricted loglikelihood as the ultimate estimate.
2 Use the estimated kappa value to draw a large number
of triplets of Matérn variogram model parameters from
the multivariate posterior distribution, using Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and all sample data of
the donor field in computing the likelihood (Minasny,
Vrugt, & McBratney, 2011).
3 Use each sampled variogram of the donor field for
ordinary kriging of a dummy variable in the recipient
field. Select for each of a series of grid spacings several
square grids with different origins, and use these
square grids to estimate the population mean of the
ordinary kriging variance (i.e., MKV) from a large
probability sample of evaluation points (Brus,
Kempen, & Heuvelink, 2011). For a given spacing
compute the average of the MKV values obtained with
the different grids. Plot for each of the sampled
variograms the average MKV values against the grid
spacing.
4 Use each plot of average MKV against grid spacing to
derive the tolerable grid spacing for a given threshold
for MKV. This results in as many transferred tolerable
grid spacings as we have sampled variograms in the
donor field.
To assess the transferability of the variogram of the
donor field, these four steps are repeated by replacing the
sample of the donor field in (1) with the sample of a
recipient field to estimate kappa, MCMC sampling, etc.
This results in as many estimated tolerable grid spacings
as we have sampled variograms of the recipient field. The
difference of the estimated means of transferred and estimated tolerable grid spacings can be tested on statistical
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significance by an independent samples t-test. The alternative is to use the nonparametric Mann–Whitney test
for differences in the estimated median. This nonparametric test can also be used when for some of the
variograms a not available (NA) for the tolerable grid
spacing is obtained, either because this spacing is smaller
than the smallest evaluated grid spacing, or because it is
larger than the largest evaluated grid spacing.

2.2.1 |

Scaling transferred variogram

If prior information is available about the variance of the
soil property within the recipient field, it is attractive to
scale the transferred variogram before application in the
recipient field. McBratney and Pringle (1999) found that
for several soil nutrients the variance was proportional to
the squared mean. For these soil attributes they used proportional variograms for assessing the tolerable grid spacing. Besides knowledge of the mean and the
proportionality constants (one for the nugget, one for the
sill), this requires knowledge of the range (distance parameter) of the average variogram. As a best-case scenario, we
assumed that we know the variance of the recipient field.
More precisely, we multiply the sampled variograms of the
donor field, obtained by MCMC sampling, by a constant
c that is equal to the prior estimate of the sill variance of
the recipient field divided by the sill variance of the
variogram of the donor field. It is well known that by multiplying the nugget and partial sill parameter of a
variogram by a constant c, the new kriging variance at any
prediction point equals c times the original kriging variance at that point. Therefore, the MKV values with the
scaled variograms can be computed as c times the MKV
values obtained with the unscaled variogram.
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2.2.2 | Implementation of the above
procedure
For the kappa parameter a range of values was chosen,
from 0.1 to 4, with an interval of 0.1. For MCMC sampling from the posterior multivariate distribution of the
variogram parameters we used the DREAM algorithm of
Vrugt et al. (2009). Parameters to run the algorithm were
similar to those of Lark et al. (2017), that is, nine chains
with four chain pairs used to generate the jump at each
sample and default values for the others. The first 10% of
the sampled variograms were discarded to avoid the
effects of the initial parameter vector, while every tenth
of the remaining variograms were extracted. From the
extracted variograms, the last 500 were selected for each
field. The evaluated grid spacings ranged from 1 to 30 m,
with an interval of 1 m. Although there is no need for
selecting sub-grids from the full grid (we can select any
grid of a given spacing, using a random start), we did so
because we think this results in more precise estimates of
the mean of MKV over repeated selection of grids of a
given spacing. For grid spacings up to 3 m all possible
sub-grids of the original grid were selected (for a spacing
of 2 m there are four such sub-grids; for a spacing of 3 m
there are nine), whereas for a grid spacing larger than or
equal to 4 m 10 sub-grids were randomly selected. For
each sub-grid the population MKV was estimated from a
simple random sample of 100 points. These points were
selected as follows. One hundred times a pixel (grid cell
of 1 m × 1 m) was selected by simple random sampling
with replacement. Every time a pixel was selected, one
point was selected fully randomly inside the selected
pixel. This sampling procedure accounts for an infinite
number of population units and assures that an evaluation point will never coincide with a point of the sampling grid. For scaling the variograms we used the REML
estimates of the sills of the donor variogram and recipient
variogram.
We used the geoR package (Ribeiro Jr. & Diggle,
2001) for R 3.3.3 (R Core Team, 2016) for REML estimation of the variogram, and package DREAM (Vrugt
et al., 2009) for MCMC sampling with the DREAM
algorithm.
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parameter. This variation is relevant from an
agronomical point of view and justifies the mapping of
the spatial variation of the soil properties. For instance,
the mean pH of the two recipient fields A2 and C was
about 5.6, with a minimum of 4.7. A farmer can profit
from knowing where these acid spots are located within
the field.
The sample means and variances of the soil properties
differed considerably between the three fields. Particularly, the sample variances were many times different.
For example, the sample variance of pH in A2 was almost
three times the variance in C, the sample variance of P in
A2 was almost 14 times larger than that in C, the sample
variance of K in A2 was almost 20 times larger than that
in A1, and the sample variance of Mg in C was almost
five times larger than that in A2.
Linear correlation, as expressed by the Pearson correlation coefficient, varied considerably among the three
fields for most pairs of soil fertility variables (Table 2).
The correlation between pH and P varied from 0.17
(C) to 0.72 (A2), and the correlation of P and Mg varied
from 0.16 (A1) to 0.73 (A2). Correlation between pH and
Mg was moderate (0.3 < r < 0.7) to strong (r > 0.7);
between K and Mg and between P and K the correlation
was weak (r < 0.3) to moderate. Correlation between pH
and K was weak in all three fields.

3.2 | Variogram models
Figure 2 shows for each field and soil property the
variogram estimated by REML, as well as the 500 sampled
variograms obtained by MCMC sampling. Table 3 lists
the REML estimates of the variogram parameters. For
most variograms the estimated ranges were small compared to the dimension of the fields. Exceptions were the
variograms of P, K and Mg for field A2.

TABLE 2

Correlations between the four soil properties within

each field
Field

Soil property

A1

P/mg L−1
K/mg L

Mg/mg L−1

3 | R E SUL T S
A2

3.1 | Summary statistics of the soil
properties in the three fields

P/mg L

−1

K/mg L

−1

Mg/mg L
C

Table 1 lists summary statistics of the soil properties in
the three fields. All three fields showed considerable
within-field variation of at least one soil fertility

−1

−1

pH

P/mg L−1

0.32
0.21

0.26

0.55

0.16

0.17

0.30

0.53

0.73

0.17

K/mg L−1

−0.20

0.43

0.72

0.38

Mg/mg L

0.45

0.72

P/mg L−1
−1

K/mg L−1

0.31

−0.07
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300

0.6
0

300

400

0

Semivariance
200

300

400

0

100

200

0

100

200

300

400

Distance / m

0

100

200

Field

Kappa

Nugget

Partial sill

Range (m)

pH

A1

0.80

0.000073

0.074

15.38

A2

3.4

0.12

0.053

13.27

C

0.10

0.00058

0.061

38.99

A1

0.30

0.064

118.55

54.99

A2

0.50

121.92

606.97

354.05

C

0.10

0.50

16.93

32.00

A1

2.90

423.98

393.87

11.44

A2

0.30

6,189.92

23,314.4

378.45

P/mg L

−1

K/mg L

Mg/mg L−1

300

Distance / m

Soil property

−1

300

0

Semivariance

5,000 10,000 15,000

300

300

Distance / m

0

Semivariance

5,000 10,000 15,000

200

Distance / m

200

0
100

Distance / m

0

100

100

Distance / m

40,000
0

Distance / m

0

1,000

1,500
200

20,000

Semivariance
300

300

500

Semivariance
100

0
200

200

0
0

Distance / m

40,000

100

100

Distance / m

1,000

300

20,000

Semivariance

400

1,500
200

0
0

Semivariance

300

0
100

Distance / m

Mg

200

500

Semivariance

1,500
1,000
500

Semivariance

0

K

100

Distance / m

0

P

0.4
0

0

40,000

200

Distance / m

20,000

100

F I G U R E 2 Matérn variograms
obtained by Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) sampling from the
posterior multivariate distribution of
the variogram parameters. In red, the
variogram estimated by restricted
maximum likelihood (REML). The
dots are experimental variograms. P,
K and Mg are in mg L−1

5,000 10,000 15,000

0

0.2

Semivariance

0.4
0

0.2

Semivariance

0.4
0.2

Semivariance

0

pH

C

0.6

A2

0.6

A1

C

0.10

1,471.52

8,217.07

65.31

A1

0.90

391.93

1,204.87

20.63

A2

0.10

0.37

1,492.67

364.20

C

0.40

63.93

5,731.33

6.64

TABLE 3
Restricted maximum
likelihood estimates of parameters of
Matérn variogram models

SUN AND BRUS

TABLE 4
Means and coefficients
of variation (CV) of parameters of
sampled variograms
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Nugget

Partial sill

Range

Soil property

Field

Mean

CV

Mean

CV

Mean

CV

pH

A1

0.0037

0.81

0.085

0.25

19.58

0.23

A2

0.13

0.087

0.074

0.55

16.36

0.32

P/mg L−1

K/mg L−1

−1

Mg/mg L

C

0.014

0.73

0.060

0.28

171.95

0.46

A1

3.77

0.92

216.71

0.36

182.04

0.51

A2

120.00

0.13

589.68

0.46

281.32

0.28

C

3.43

0.83

17.67

0.29

147.62

0.52

A1

434.69

0.098

563.51

0.64

13.43

0.29

A2

5,891.69

0.24

21,433.21

0.39

262.34

0.37

C

2,250.72

0.68

9,099.80

0.30

186.98

0.43

A1

424.93

0.20

2,897.06

1.37

37.42

0.89

A2

62.58

0.90

1,359.80

0.12

280.31

0.23

C

3,586.51

0.47

3,924.54

0.54

98.35

0.95

For all four soil properties the REML estimated
parameters differed considerably between the three
fields. For instance, for P and K in field A2 and Mg in
field C, the REML variogram showed a much larger sill
and range compared to the other two fields, which is in
agreement with the large sample variances for these combinations of field and soil property.
Table 4 shows the means and the coefficients of variation of the sampled variogram parameters (recall that the
kappa coefficient was not sampled, but fixed at the REML
estimate). Overall, the means of the sampled variogram
parameters corresponded quite well with the
corresponding REML estimate. Exceptions were, for
instance, the range parameters of all four soil properties
in field C: the means of the sampled variograms were
substantially larger than the REML estimates. The coefficients of variation of the variogram varied from 0.09 for
the nugget parameter of pH in field A2 to 1.4 for the partial sill parameter of Mg in field A1.
In general, there was not much overlap of the sampled variograms of a given soil attribute in the three
fields. Only for P in fields A1 and A2 can overlap be seen.
Therefore, we may expect that without scaling the
variograms, the histograms with tolerable grid spacings
obtained with the two sets of variograms will not show
much overlap either. The question then still remains
whether, after scaling the variogram of the donor field,
the transferability is still poor.

sampled from the posterior distribution. The plots show
that the ranges of estimated MKV values for the various
grid spacings, as obtained with the two sets of
variograms, do not overlap. For instance, for pH in field
A2 the MKV values range from 0.1 to 0.2 when using the
local variogram of field A2, but range from 0.0 to 0.05
when using the variogram of the donor field A1. This
implies that there is no common MKV threshold value
that can be used to derive tolerable grid spacings with the
two sets of variograms.
After scaling the transferred variograms there was
still no overlap of the two sets of variograms (Figure 4).
An exception is K in field C. For this case we computed
tolerable grid spacings for an MKV threshold value of
7,000 mg L−1. Figure 5 shows the histograms of the tolerable grid spacings obtained with the transferred and local
variograms. As we had NAs for the tolerable grid spacings with both sets of variograms, we used the Mann–
Whitney test for a difference in the median. In Figure 5,
NAs were replaced by a grid spacing smaller than 1 m
(the smallest evaluated grid spacing) when the MKV at a
spacing of 1 m was larger than 7,000 mg L−1, or by a grid
spacing larger than 30 m when the MKV at a spacing of
30 m was smaller than 7,000 mg L−1. The p-value of the
outcome of the test-statistic was <0.0001, so we rejected
the null hypothesis that the medians of the two uncertainty distributions of the tolerable grid spacing are
equal.

3.3 | Mean kriging variances versus grid
spacing and tolerable grid spacings

4 | DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows plots of MKV against the grid spacing for
the three fields as obtained with the 500 variograms

This study demonstrates that the transferability of a
variogram to derive tolerable grid spacings for another
similar field can be very limited, even after scaling the
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F I G U R E 3 Mean kriging variance (MKV) at
different grid spacings. Black and red points
denote the MKV values obtained with the set of
500 sampled local variograms and the set of
500 sampled transferred variograms,
respectively. P, K and Mg are in mg L−1. For
illustration, the spacing-MKV points generated by
10 variograms are connected by lines

variogram of the donor field using local information
about the variance of the soil property within the recipient field. It is well known from the literature that the
variograms of a given soil fertility property can largely
differ among agricultural fields; see, for instance, the
variograms for pH, P and K in McBratney and Pringle (1999). These variograms show large differences in

the nugget and partial sill parameters, as well as in the
range parameter.
Although the three grasslands of our case study are
similar in major soil-forming factors, that is, parent material, climate, topography and land use, they were under
different soil use and management (see Section 2.1).
These differences in use and management can possibly
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F I G U R E 4 Mean kriging variance (MKV) at
different grid spacings after scaling the transferred
variograms. Black and red points denote the MKV
values obtained with the set of 500 sampled local
variograms and the set of 500 sampled transferred
variograms, respectively. P, K and Mg are in
mg L−1. For illustration, the spacing-MKV points
generated by 10 variograms are connected by lines

explain the differences in the variograms between the
three grasslands. For instance, the sample variances of
the soil properties shown in Table 1 varied considerably between the grasslands. Particularly, this study
focused on pH, P, K and Mg, soil properties which can
easily be altered by soil management, for example,
application of P for beef production in field C. For this

reason, we welcome research on transferability of
variograms of soil properties that are less sensitive or
insensitive to soil management, for example, soil texture. Possibly, the variograms of these more stable soil
properties in areas where the same soil forming factors
operated are more similar, enhancing the transferability of the variogram.
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F I G U R E 5 Histograms of tolerable
grid spacings obtained for a mean
kriging variance (MKV) threshold value
of 7,000 mg L−1 of K in field C with local
variograms (left) and scaled variograms
transferred from A1 (right). The red bars
represent NAs, because this spacing is
smaller than the smallest evaluated grid
spacing or larger than the largest
evaluated grid spacing
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In this paper we focused on sampling on a square grid
for mapping the field by ordinary kriging. Although in
general square grid sampling is a good option for mapping, it can be further optimized. Given the tolerable grid
spacing, the expected number of sampling points within
the field can be computed. This required sample size can
then be used to optimize the spatial coordinates of the
sampling locations, either by minimizing a geometric criterion, such as the mean squared shortest distance as in
spatial coverage sampling (Walvoort, Brus, & de Gruijter,
2010), or by minimizing the MKV as in model-based sampling (van Groenigen & Stein, 1998).
If maps of covariates are available, these maps can be
used in mapping the soil fertility properties, for instance
by KED or random forest modelling. Transferability of a
KED model can be assessed by the same procedure as
described in this paper. The only difference is that we
must account for uncertainty in both the regression coefficients and residual variogram parameters. The tolerable
grid spacing for KED, given a precision requirement, for
example, in terms of the MKV, can be determined in a
similar way (Brus 2019). It is well known that the optimal
sampling design for KED is not a square grid, but a
model-based sample with spreading in both geographic
and feature space (Brus & Heuvelink, 2007). The challenge then is to determine the tolerable sample size for
an optimized sampling design. From a computational
point of view this becomes quite challenging, as this
requires optimization of the sampling design for each
variogram sampled from the posterior distribution, for a
series of sample sizes. A practical solution would be to
use the optimal sample size for a square grid as a safe
estimate of the optimal sample size for an optimized sample pattern.
This paper shows that accounting for uncertainty
about the transferred variogram leads to large variation
in the estimated tolerable grid spacing given a threshold
for the MKV. For that reason, we recommend not to use
an average variogram for computing the tolerable grid

spacing, but to compute this tolerable grid spacing for
each of the underlying variograms separately, to obtain
an uncertainty distribution of the tolerable grid spacing.

5 | CONCLUSIONS
The transferability of a variogram should be based on the
uncertainty distributions of the tolerable grid spacing as
obtained with the transferred variogram and the local
variogram. Despite the large correspondence of major
soil-forming factors such as parent material, vegetation,
climate and topography of the three fields, the
variograms of the soil parameters pH, P, K and Mg
largely differed between the three grasslands. This caused
the very poor transferability of the variogram of the
donor field for deciding on the tolerable grid spacing of
the two recipient fields, even after scaling the transferred
variograms using information about the variance within
the recipient field. The large differences in variograms
between the three fields can possibly be explained by the
differences in use and management of the fields in
the past.
The kappa coefficient of the Matérn variogram was
not included in the MCMC sampling, as it is difficult to
estimate (Diggle & Ribeiro, 2007; Lark et al., 2017). The
kappa coefficients of the transferred and local variograms
were fixed at the REML estimates. We expect that if this
parameter would have been included in MCMC sampling, this would have led to an increased uncertainty
about the tolerable grid spacings, and as a consequence a
reduced power of the Mann–Whitney test of equal
median tolerable grid spacings with transferred and local
variogram.
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